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Abstract The recent literature in the field of supply chain

management emphasizes the role of inter-organizational

networks and the integration of vertical reproduction net-

works (supply chains) in particular as a key factor for value

creation. However, the literature includes little empirical

evidence. This situation suggests the need to appraise

investments in such networks or supply chains carefully.

How can a decision maker reliably assess the effect of

investing in inter-organizational network arrangements on

firm value? This article takes up this issue and suggests a

framework consisting of five components to help answer

the question. The task of the framework is to support the

structuring and revelation of the causal chain between

investments in the network on the one hand and the effect

of these investments on firm value on the other hand. The

article develops and explains the framework in detail and

later on relates extant literature to its components. A

finding of this article is that potential causal chains from

changes in a supply chain or supply network to firm value

can be quite long and hypothetical.
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1 Introduction

During the last two decades, scholars of organizational

theory, marketing, industrial organization, and, with

increasing passion, also logistics and supply chain man-

agement suggest that companies should extend their focus

beyond the realm of their own organization into the envi-

ronment in order to increase a firm’s performance, see e.g.

[38, 59, 80]. A major topic is the integration of business

activities across firm boundaries in order to reduce costs. A

related issue is closer cooperation with customers and

suppliers resulting in tighter coordination of business

activities aimed at fuelling the race for profit, not only on a

bilateral but also multilateral basis, e.g. [12, 64]. In par-

ticular supply chain integration activities have been

receiving growing academic attention since the mid 1990 s

[18, 41, 46, 73, 115, 118, 120, 128].

Researchers commonly use three different theoretical

approaches to explain this phenomenon of increasing

networking of firms. With reference to transaction cost

theory, firm networks describe a dynamic equilibrium

between internalizing and externalizing economic activi-

ties. The firm that has a better command of a certain

activity than other firms will observe this activity in the

network to achieve an allocation of functions within a

network at minimum transaction costs [135]. Proponents

of a resource-based view argue that ‘‘resource owners

increase productivity through cooperative specialization

and this leads to the demand for economic organizations

which facilitate cooperation’’ [3]. Dyer and Singh

explicitly add inter-organizational relations as a discrete

class of objects to the resource-based view: ‘‘Productivity

gains in the value chain are possible when trading part-

ners are willing to make relation-specific investments and

combine resources in unique ways. … Thus, idiosyncratic
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interfirm linkages may be a source of relational rents and

competitive advantage.’’ [38] (p. 661) This extension is

also commonly taken up under the term ‘‘relational view’’

[80] (p. 638). The ‘‘Industrial Marketing and Purchasing’’

(IMP) group follows a somewhat different research tra-

dition. Exploiting case studies, business exchange is

described as a dynamic phenomenon, asking how com-

panies are doing business and what is created when

businesses and other organizations interact. IMP research

offers some descriptive frameworks; e.g., the ‘‘interaction

model’’, which rests on the assumption that economic

resources are heterogeneous and that their economic

benefits are created within buyer–seller interaction, or the

‘‘ARA model’’, which analyzes connected business rela-

tionships [45, 95, 124].

A lot of success stories surround the topic. For example,

[136] relate the early success of Japanese car manufactur-

ers in part to their distinct form of cooperating with

suppliers (tiered, hierarchical supplier networks). Bovet

and Sheffi [13] attribute the success—measured according

to the decrease in logistics costs or the increase of share

price respectively—of companies like Dell or Procter &

Gamble to their supply chain excellence due to close inter-

organizational relationships. Slone et al. [114] report on a

global chemical company which substantially increased

ROA by better supply chain management. D’Avanzo et al.

[30] show that the cumulative average growth rates of

shareholder value (market capitalization) are 7–26% points

higher in companies with best supply chain management

practices (‘‘supply chain leaders’’) compared to the indus-

try average growth rate.

After the ‘‘dotcom crisis’’, Singhal and Hendricks [113]

(p. 19) note that ‘‘in the recent past, it was quite easy to

make the case for supply chain management. All one had

to do was to point at the skyrocketing share price, high

price-earnings ratio, and soaring market capitalization of

the supply chain solution providers and of companies

considered to be supply chain management role models

(Dell, Procter & Gamble, Intel, Sun Microsystems, and

Cisco, to name a few). Now, it is more difficult to make

that same case as most of these companies have experi-

enced a significant drop in their market value.’’ This

situation suggests the need to appraise investments in

interfirm relationships in terms of supply chains or supply

networks carefully and therefore to go beyond anecdotal

evidence.

Hence, this article attempts to help decision makers to

reliably assess the effect of investing in inter-organiza-

tional network arrangements on firm value by using a

conceptual framework. The task of this framework is to

support the structuring and revelation of the causal chain

between investments in supply networks and the effect of

these investments on firm value.

Ford [44], Brennan and Turnbull [15] and Brennan et al.

[17] discussed extensively the concept of adaption (i.e., to

meet the needs of the partner either by incurring costs or by

management involvement) during the development of

long-term buyer–seller relationships.1 Accordingly, this

article defines network investments as efforts to establish,

adapt, or change a firm’s surrounding network in order to

improve its performance. For example, network invest-

ments could be initiatives such as collaborative planning,

forecasting and replenishment processes or automatic

replenishment programs (ARP), of which vendor managed

inventory (VMI) is quite popular. Our understanding of

network investments is in line with the general perception

of investments: expending resources today in order to

receive greater expected returns in the future. Limited to

the financial sphere investments are characterized by an

initial cash outflow in the present and a sequence of net

cash flows in the future. Hence, the decision maker has to

discount the future cash flows and proceed (reject) if the

net present value is greater (less) than 0.

The article is organized as follows: in Sects. 2 and 3 we

explain main terms, propose the research question and our

methodology. In Sect. 4 we review the existing body of

literature and summarize major findings. In Sect. 5, we

develop and explain a conceptual framework consisting of

five components to help answer the research question in

detail and later on relate extant literature to its components.

After a discussion of our results in Sect. 6 we conclude

identifying further research opportunities.

2 Supply chains and supply networks as research

objects

Recent literature makes a particularly strong argument for

the vertical environment, see e.g. [78], often called the

‘‘supply chain’’, resembling an organizational arrange-

ment which Thompson [121] coined as the ‘‘long linked

technology’’. Thus, a supply chain is ‘‘a set of sequen-

tially inter-dependent order-linked actors who pass prod-

ucts in a uniform direction from the stages of raw

material production along several steps of manufacturing

and assembling through various stages of moving, storing

and selling to the final customer in order to satisfy cus-

tomer demand, thereby optimizing choice, service, speed,

and cost’’ [74] (p. 337). Stabell and Fjeldstad [117] point

out that the sequential supply chain is but one of three

generic types of interdependencies within and between

organizations, Thompson [121] identified. The supply

chain view models the activities of a serial interdependent

1 See also Williamson’s [135] concept of investments in transaction-

specific (idiosyncratic) assets.
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long-linked technology, i.e., where the output of one

activity is the input of another activity. Pooled interde-

pendence between two activities means that they are

sharing a common resource. Reciprocal interdependence

means that there is a mutual exchange of inputs and

outputs between two organizations. Accordingly, some

authors agree that serial interdependence is characterized

well in the supply chain metaphor, while the term ‘‘supply

network’’ should be used for organizational arrangements

between buyers and sellers with pooled and reciprocal

interdependence [47, 56, 66]. Nevertheless, other

researchers use the term ‘‘network’’ in a variety of dis-

ciplines; including business research. But also limiting the

study to the field of business research, the term ‘‘net-

work’’ still refers to a huge amount of inter-organizational

relations where different interpretations become apparent.

Literature offers schemas to organize these approaches

[2, 127]. Accordingly, the following distinguishes four

meanings of the term network but used a different

terminology to denote the meanings.

2.1 Model view

Network as a result of a modeling process: Primarily, the

model view is dispassionate by claiming the possibility

to model organizational reality by using the network

notation, namely arcs and nodes. Nohria [98] (p. 3) calls

this a ‘‘mode of enquiry.’’ Thus, initially a network is

nothing more than a model. Strictly speaking an artifact

which is created in the course of modeling reality using

network language, whereas the network model is deemed

to be a powerful way to access reality [93] (p. 46), [51]

(p. 604). As Nohria [98] (p. 3) is phrasing metaphori-

cally: ‘‘… a network perspective is a particularly sturdy

walking stick that is likely to hold up well in our

intellectual inquiry of organizations.’’ Much literature

embarks upon the model view [32, 122], although much

of this literature continues on to more substantial views

(see below).

2.2 Organizational view

Network as a distinct organizational arrangement: the

organizational view sees networks as distinct, generic types

of organizational arrangements [127], which come into

existence because of specific environmental conditions,

namely ‘‘… cases in which the environment of the orga-

nization is of a concentrated and structured kind …‘‘ [57]

(p. 190). Networks gradually evolve over time and are

rather a consequence of an environment than a result of

deliberate structuring. Along with this view, researchers

suggest connotations like mutual trust, stability, long-term

orientation, intimacy, commitment, closeness [2].

2.3 Management view

Network as a superior organizational arrangement: the

management view sees networks as innovative, superior

forms of organizing economic activity, as business systems

[2]. Networks are created deliberately by concerned man-

agers in response to changing economic environments [98].

They are built up and maintained for profit making pur-

poses [2]. As Jarillo [68] (p. 32) is putting into words:

‘‘I see strategic networks as long-term, purposeful arrange-

ments among distinct but related for profit organizations

that allow those firms in them to gain or sustain competi-

tive advantage vis-à-vis their competitors outside the

network.’’

2.4 Functional view

Network as a functional organizational arrangement: this

view has been triggered by Thompson [121]. Thompson

distinguished long-linked, intensive, and mediating tech-

nologies. Companies employing the mediating technology,

because of its task to link their customers, produce network

structures (e.g., telephone, transportation, banking,

insurance).

This article uses a model view of the term ‘‘network.’’ In

line with the model view, researchers define a network

simply as a set of nodes which are connected by a spanning

set of arcs [1, 55, 79]. Strictly speaking, a network is

nothing more than an artifact which is created in the course

of modeling reality using network language, whereas

researchers deem the network model to be a powerful way

to access reality [51, 91]. Thus, by using the term ‘‘net-

work,’’ research implies neither any particular form of

organization, closeness, mutual trust, superiority, nor any

other connotation. Accordingly, modeling a broad spec-

trum of organizational arrangements as a network is pos-

sible. This article focuses mainly on reproduction

networks. Reproduction networks are vertical networks,

according to Thompson’s [121] ‘‘long linked technology’’,

that differ from other network types in regard to their

function (see Fig. 1).2

Reproduction networks are the most frequently used in

industrial production. They mass produce fully designed

material or non-material products using standardized

routines. Repeating pre-designed standard operating pro-

cedures creates economic benefits. A major challenge for

the management of such supply chains is coordinating the

sequence of these procedures within and between compa-

nies, primarily via plans. The architecture of the network as

2 For a brief description of the reproduction network and the other

network types, see e.g. Otto [102]. For an alternative classification see

e.g., Möller et al. [93].
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well as the flow of objects within the network is the result

of a management process. Hence, it is a major issue to

integrate business activities across firm boundaries and to

cooperate closely with customers and suppliers as the

major assumption behind the management of supply chains

is that there is an economic rationale related to close

cooperation and the integration of activities.3

3 Research question and methodological aspects

Decision makers face some problems when deciding on

network investments. The existing research is situation-

specific and in part contradictory. Furthermore, network

investments are tough to justify due to their cross-organi-

zational scope. Rules of thumb and intuitive reasoning may

easily lead to poor decisions. Thus, decision makers need

to process the available research results. Finally, decision

makers are well advised to build up a situation-specific

decision calculus that connects network investments to

financial results. This calculus needs to be able to represent

and organize the relevant research results mentioned above.

Following the corporate finance and value-based manage-

ment literature [27, 107], a firm’s performance should be

measured by its increase of shareholder value (i.e., changes

in firm value). Hence, the research question is: how can a

decision maker reliably assess the effect of network

investments on firm value?

In order to answer this general question we suggest

offering a framework to decision makers to link network

investments to shareholder value. The principal research

methodology in deriving this framework is based on

sociometric network analysis [79, 91, 131]. From this point

of departure we proceed with logical deduction of net-

working mechanisms from a model view of supply net-

works. Furthermore, this study partially tries to fill the

framework with empirical content. Therefore, we employ

empirical studies from several fields of research; e.g.,

sociometric network analysis, applied network theory, but

also supply chain management and related fields. In addi-

tion we illustrate the framework applying it to VMI, a

popular supply chain management practice. In order to link

network investments to shareholder value we have to arrive

at a calculus which is based on findings from corporate

finance and capital budgeting offering value-based perfor-

mance measures.

A framework to explain the link between network

investments and firm value is lacking despite the multitude

of existing references. (1) The investment and finance lit-

erature does not treat the issues of network investment

appraisal. (2) The sociometric network analysis (see [131]

for a comprehensive introduction) in particular only elab-

orates on how to modify a network generically, and

develops helpful language to describe networks, but (for

good reasons) does not extend the focus to the manage-

ment-related questions, like whether modifying a network

in a particular way is paying off. (3) The applied network

theory picks up the terminological environment of the

sociometric network research, and proceeds by explicitly

trying to build prescriptions. In most cases, however, their

causal models remain on a non-financial level. (4) This

finding also holds for the majority of research in supply

chain management. Conceptual articles and also case study

based research primarily remain on the non-financial level.

This corresponds with two other circumstances: First, in

practice many companies realize the power of network

investments on a limited scale and do not fully recognize

their effects on financial performance. Second, supply

chain managers often do not speak the language of ‘‘value-

based management’’, and remain in non-financial terms

such as inventory levels, lead times, service levels, or

reproduction
network

innovation
network

mediation
network

multiplication
network

transportation
network

Fig. 1 Functional network typology

3 New [97] (p. 20) coined the term ‘‘supply chain hypothesis’’:

‘‘Organizations will reap commercial benefits from understanding the

supply chain and (somehow) managing it. Effective firms will

increasingly focus their efforts on strategies which seek to enhance

the performance of the whole chain’’.
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on-time performance. (5) Recently, researchers criticize

network research-related scholars for disregarding the issue

of the relevance of their outcomes to management practice

[16]. Gemünden [49] (p. 9) particularly criticizes the IMP

research program for not turning its attention to relevant

questions like ‘‘… how, why, when, and to what extent

relationships and networks really do influence the perfor-

mance of a firm.’’ He finds fault with the fact that

‘‘researchers have mostly taken this impact for granted.

However, the development of a network is a costly

investment, and there are different options as to how to do

this.’’ (6) Linking network investments to shareholder

value is hard. For example, researchers and practitioners

may put forward that there are too many time lags between

network investments and their impact on shareholder value.

This certainly is true. However, especially such time lags

call for an accurate analysis and forecast of the effects.

4 Literature review

There are mainly two research streams, where recent sup-

ply chain management literature offers some support to

link network investments to financial outcomes or firm

value: empirical studies and normative statements.

4.1 Empirical studies

Decision makers can obtain empirical evidence that other

companies made successful investments in networks; i.e.,

there is some evidence of positive relations between supply

chain or network activities and performance. Both case

studies and surveys provide such evidence. Assuming

proper usage of the techniques to conduct empirical studies

and leaving aside the idiosyncrasies of ‘‘best practice’’

studies, the basic argument is that a network investment

will pay off since it did in other companies. Li et al. [82]

present survey-based research proving a positive relation

between the implementation of particular supply chain

management practices (which change the inter-organiza-

tional links between customer and supplier) and organiza-

tional performance and competitive advantage. Wicht et al.

[133] reveal that companies engaging in collaborative

planning, forecasting, and replenishment projects should

not put too much emphasis on the collaboration, as pri-

marily the automation of the process creates the advanta-

ges. Magnus et al. [85] report empirical results from the

European retail market, showing that investments in more

cooperative joint processes actually reduce performance,

whereas investments in social bonding between manufac-

turers and retailers and in open exchange of data between

these partners pay off well. However, all of these do not

cover financial effects remaining at connecting network

investments with some non-financial effects, see also

[46, 95, 96, 129]. Fabbe-Costes and Jahre [41] even

question whether supply chain integration activities and its

positive effects on firm performance are more rhetoric than

reality. Another problem adherent to such studies is the

dazzling use of the term ‘‘performance’’, which researchers

rarely map to the financial bottom line. Using survey-based

research designs results are often gathered from a Likert

scale, which may cause problems regarding the constructs,

measurement, and items. For further critique of recent

research in supply chain integration based on surveys, see

[128]. In contrast, the empirical work of Hendricks and

Singhal [61, 62] explicitly concerns the financial impact,

measured by shareholder value lost, of supply chain glit-

ches. To estimate this effect, they use event study meth-

odology to compute abnormal returns around the date when

information about glitches becomes public. They find out

that announcements of supply chain glitches cause a mean

abnormal decrease in shareholder value of 10% in the short

term [61] (p. 509), and 41% in the long run [62] (p. 42). By

inverting these findings, one can estimate a significant

value creation potential of more reliable and responsive

supply chains. Mitra and Singhal [90] discover that par-

ticipation in consortium-based industry exchange causes

positive abnormal market reactions. In contrast to the vast

array of work in this field, these findings are beneficial

since they empirically prove the existence of a network

investment effect by using capital market data. However, a

general approach for a causal analysis of this effect is not

their goal and is not given.

4.2 Normative statements

A further type of support is from the literature on how to

build a decision or valuation calculus. The basic structure

of an economic calculus compares cost and benefits of a

decision, suggesting that decision makers should make the

decision if benefits exceed cost. If decision makers know

both for all investment alternatives, formal decision theory

supports their decision making well. The more difficult task

is to locate, identify, collect, quantify, and verify cost and

benefits. In the area of supply chain management (as a

vertical form of networking) value driver trees may explain

the link between operational changes and financial out-

comes via arithmetic relationships. Lambert and Pohlen

[77] use value driver trees to analyze the value effects of

different forms of inter-organizational management (Cus-

tomer Relationship Management, Supplier Relationship

Management, Supply Chain Management). They build up

causal chains; e.g., between an increase in sales volume

and an increase in gross margin, which later on increases

the firm value, measured in economic value added (EVA).

Another example would be an increase in inventory turn
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from six to eight turns per year will ceteris paribus increase

the return on equity by 0.3%. Thus, value driver trees are

helpful since they direct managerial attention toward

effective value drivers. However, in many cases managers

cannot connect the focal investment to the value drivers

immediately. As the example demonstrates, you cannot

‘‘buy’’ an increase in inventory turn. You can buy better

software, hire better inventory managers, or work more

closely with suppliers, but researchers have not yet proved

whether this will finally increase inventory turn. So the

problem is not to connect the cause metric with the effect

metric (inventory turn with return on equity), but to esti-

mate the likelihood of changing the cause metric by certain

activities. Hence, Lambert and Pohlen [77] only present the

formal and therefore ‘‘easy’’ link of the chain: obviously an

increase in sales volume increases gross margin, since this

increase is a defined formal linkage. Explaining how to

achieve this increase in sales is more difficult. Horváth and

Moeller [65] present another piece of research. They look

for value creation capabilities which supply chain man-

agement impacts in any way, and make suggestions con-

cerning what supply chain management needs to do to

modify this impact. However, this article rejects one aspect

of their argumentation: Horváth and Moeller [65] also

suggest a value tree that differentiates on the top level

between ‘‘tangible value creation’’ and ‘‘intangible value

creation.’’ Most of the phenomena which networks drive

will end up in the category ‘‘intangible value creation.’’

This is neither helpful nor necessary. If investments in the

network only relate to increases in intangible value or

intangible assets, legitimistic concerns will grow. If deci-

sion makers cannot explain how an intangible asset can

improve firm value, they should reject investments in this

intangible. So, if one heads toward a causal explanation of

the network investment effect, measured in firm value, she/

he has to relate the network investment to the bottom line,

at least at the end of a (probably long) causal chain; that is,

to a driver that directly affects firm value. Where Lambert

and Pohlen [77] fail to explain the chain from the invest-

ment to the increase in sales (material aspect), Horváth and

Moeller [65] fail to explain how the investment in the

network can reach the realm of the direct, formally linked

drivers of firm value (formal aspect).

The recent supply chain management literature offers

some support to link network investments to financial

outcomes or firm value. However, the financial impact of

supply chain integration activities has been widely

neglected. Hence, this article attempts to make a contri-

bution where the literature falls short. In order to establish

linkages between network investments and changes in

metrics, we are searching for available explanations that

establish a linkage between an investment in the inter-

organizational network and the firm value in integrate them

into a conceptual framework. The importance of that

linkage has prominent protagonists. Singhal and Hendricks

argue that a major challenge for supply chain executives is

‘‘to convince senior management, Wall Street, customers,

and various supply chain partners that supply chain per-

formance matters. … If they are to make the case that there

is money on the table to be grabbed through better SCM,

they will need to support it using bottom-line measures and

objective evidence. There is no better way to do this than

by establishing the link between supply chain performance

and shareholder value’’ [113] (p. 19). Mouzas [94] points

out that firms’ endeavors need a framework that enables

them to be effective, that is, to create sources of value

inherent in business networks to be measured using the

present value of all future earnings, and be efficient at the

same time, in other words, to create superior levels of

sustainable productivity. To be meaningful for decision

makers these linkages must address the idiosyncrasies of a

focal company.

5 A conceptual framework for a causal explanation

of the network investment effect

Obviously, research on financial effects of network

investments is nascent, however, lacking both the agreed-

upon constructs and theoretical frameworks necessary to

move forward. Hence, Fig. 2 shows the proposed analytic

framework for a causal explanation of the hypothesized

linkage between supply chain integration activities (i.e.,

making investments in the vertical network) and their

effect on financial performance, finally measured as an

increase in firm value, which the authors call the network

investment effect.

If network investments (left-hand side of the frame-

work) are to increase firm value (its components on the

right-hand side of the framework respectively), the deci-

sion makers need to establish a logically plausible causal

chain, departing from the left-hand side of the focal

network investment (networking dimension, networking

mechanism), touching expected networking effects in the

middle section of the framework, and finally reaching

non-financial and financial indicators on the right-hand

side.

The heuristic benefit of the proposed framework is

twofold: first, the framework explicitly names the steps one

needs to cover in the pursuit of explaining the network

investment effect (‘‘what to do’’) with material effects and

connect these effects with accepted indicators of financial

success. Second, the framework draws attention to the vast

array of existing theory to support decision makers in

building their causal chain in terms of an adequate business

model.
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On the left-hand side the framework guides the decision

maker as to how and on which dimensions networking can

take place. The middle section calls for a review of the

huge reservoir of existing research linking selected net-

work mechanisms (changes in the structure of arcs and

nodes) to indicators of organizational performance. The

right-hand side urges the decision maker to be explicit:

which financial indicator can I improve? The above review

reveals that the literature often leaves out this final step.

The right-hand side of the analytical framework uses two

steps to document the effects of network investments:

financial and non-financial indicators. Financial indicators

are relevant to decision makers. But the introduction of non-

financial indicators allows the linking of existing knowl-

edge to the causal chain more easily; that is, re-use existing

knowledge in order to build one’s own sound theory of how

a network investment will increase firm value. Empirical

findings, for example, provide evidence that vendor trans-

action specific investments have (a) a direct impact on trust

in a relationship between manufacturer and retailer, and (b)

an indirect impact on the long-term orientation of a rela-

tional exchange [48]. More existing knowledge, especially

from structuralistic approaches to network theory [26, 32],

could be activated in a similar fashion. Cook and Whit-

meyer [26] (p. 114) link this research to the structuralistic

view in sociology, suggesting that ‘‘all important social

phenomena can be explained primarily, if not completely,

by social structure.’’ Researchers can integrate such

empirically tested truths into the framework to help build a

‘‘theory in use.’’ But the task for the decision maker is not

finished, since the ‘‘long-term orientation’’ in itself, for

example, is only a non-financial indicator. To close the gap,

one has to continue by arguing whether long-term

orientation affects financial indicators of firm value, and if

so, how. The following overview explains the framework in

a sequential manner from left to right. Nevertheless, this

display format should not suggest that no interdependencies

can occur between different steps in the framework, but

should merely help to reduce complexity.

5.1 Dimensions of supply networks

Asking whether networking creates value is senseless in so

far, as economic actors are always connected via goods,

information, and financial flows. Thus, the question is not

whether one networks, but how: a firm’s performance is not

only the result of its own individual efforts but depends

necessarily on its relations to the surrounding network, e.g.

[134]. Thus, network configuration analysis helps to

explore the options for networking by modeling trans-

actional organizational arrangements. A transactional

network connects actors which maintain exchange

relationships [43, 122, 132]. The arcs may represent any

exchange objects. Such a multiple network is, to rephrase

Nohria [98], a specific mode of inquiry. The notion of

multiple networks implies, for the sake of analysis and

management, that an organizational arrangement should be

treated conceptually as a set of multiple, layered partial

networks. The partial networks are unique in that their

constitutive characteristic is the object that flows within the

layer. As stated above, basic flows in business networks are

goods, information, and cash flows. Furthermore, institu-

tional and behavioral economics suggest considering

institutional as well as social aspects of relationships

which also play a major role in business networking. Based

on these theoretical insights, the following suggests
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Fig. 2 Framework for a causal explanation of the network effect
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differentiating four network layers: the financial and

institutional network, the social network, the data network,

and the goods network (Fig. 3)

For a better understanding of the suggested network

layer’s basic properties, which may be interdependent, see

Table 1.

In order to illustrate these dimensions we use VMI as an

example. Many companies have applied ARPs over the last

few years, among which VMI enjoys great popularity, to

improve inventory performance, see e.g. [22, 39, 103, 111,

130]. VMI changes the traditional replenishment process

from distributor generated purchase orders to manufactur-

ers’ recommended replenishment quantities and typically

involves the use of information technology. In VMI sys-

tems the vendor has to establish reorder points for each

item. On reaching the reorder point level in the customer’s

inventory, the vendor generates the replenishment order

based on actual sales data, and delivers a batch size

ensuring availability without excess inventories on hand.

The vendor makes replenishment decisions in accordance

with pre-defined service level agreements between VMI

partners. The vendor’s upstream network node contains

this process, observing outward stock movement at the

retail outlet and replenishing based on the vendor’s

inventory plan.

Considering the dimensions of networking, VMI repre-

sents at first a change in the data network. In order to

enable the supplier to generate meaningful replenishment

quantities the buyer needs to communicate additional data,

like demand projections and inventory status data. This

data exchange is regularly based on a contractual agree-

ment, which is represented in the institutional networking

dimension, determining service levels, or delivery fre-

quencies. The goods network will also be affected, since

the frequency and quantities of products moved now rep-

resent the supplier’s planning and may substantially differ

from the buyer induced flows being witnessed before.

Finally, this situation will also have an effect on the social

network, since the traditional linking pin structure between

the companies will be extended from only one pair (pro-

curement—sales) to multiple pairs (procurement—sales,

inbound logistics—outbound logistics).
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Fig. 3 Dimensions of

networking: four relevant

network layers

Table 1 Properties of network layers

Partial network Node Arcs, objects

Financial and

institutional

network

Supply and demand side ordered firms, inter-

organizational planning authorities, investors,

governments

Investments (capital), payments, indentures (rights, duties, cash

flows), director interlock (interests), laws (taxes)

Social network Decision maker Relationships (interests)

Goods network Transfer mechanisms (transportation, handling,

warehousing), transformation mechanisms (production)

Transport systems (goods and services)

Data network IT systems (man or machine) Communication channels (data)
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5.2 Mechanisms of supply networks

In line with the model view of supply networks, we defined

a network simply as a set of nodes which are connected by

arcs. Accordingly, three generic mechanisms are logically

derivable from the network model at each dimension to

modify a network:

5.2.1 Variation of arcs

Links between actors (nodes) are called arcs. Arcs can be

established, maintained or eliminated. A variation changes

the network structure. Adding a new supplier means adding

an extra arc, for example.

5.2.2 Variation of frequency

The frequency of the exchange (i.e., any exchange pattern)

between the actors can also be modified. Suppliers deliver

more often, or sales agents visit customers more often, for

example. However, this frequency does not affect the

network structure.

5.2.3 Variation of objects

Finally, researchers can modify a network by adding,

varying or eliminating the exchange objects. Mitchell [89]

(p. 23) differentiates the exchange categories ‘‘communi-

cation’’, ‘‘products/services’’, and ‘‘norms’’.

Implementing a VMI program would require adding

objects to the existing arcs in the network between manu-

facturer and buyer, requiring an exchange between inven-

tory status and demand data. VMI changes the frequency of

network exchange from a periodic transfer of purchase

orders to a more frequent, probably even daily exchange of

inventory and demand/sales data. In some cases VMI may

also require additional arcs, if, for example, multiple points

of sale and multiple warehouses communicate updates to

the manufacturer, where previously only a central pro-

curement body of the buyer issued purchase orders.

5.3 Generic effects of network investments

Dimensions and mechanisms of networking are instru-

ments to describe the field of possible supply network

investments. The question remains what kinds of effects

the corresponding variations cause. Furthermore, we have

to avoid the risk of interpreting the single network layers as

independent from each other, which would hinder a full

understanding of the value creation process of supply

networks. Therefore, we have to consider interrelationships

between different network layers. For a better under-

standing of business relationships Håkansson and Snehota

[58] distinguish activity links, resource ties, and actor

bonds (ARA-model) as three different effect parameters

that can be taken as determinants of a relationship’s out-

comes. Correspondingly, the following integrates possible

effects of network investments in generic classes. These

generic effects concern processes, behavior, and resources.

Treating these effects separately is helpful in reducing

complexity. Nevertheless, we have to keep in mind the

interplay between these generic networking effects: pro-

cesses depend on resources and actor’s behaviors, and

resources limit the range of possible behavior an actor can

pursue for example.

5.3.1 Network investments affect processes

A process effect results from closer activities between two

partners, which furthermore—as a reaction to a variation in

networking (arc, frequency, and object)—leads to a (direct)

change in the efficiency or effectiveness of a process. For

example, a variation of the networking in the supply chain

context, can stimulate the following process effects

(ordered by integration intensity): inter-organizational

exchange of information, coordination of the order flow,

coordination of capacity, or inter-organizational reorgani-

zation (i.e., modification of the process structure to elimi-

nate redundant value creation processes, standardize

processes, or swap value creation activities between insti-

tutional actors to reap comparative cost advantages).4 The

information systems and supply chain integration literature

generally accepts that information technology plays a

major role in realizing process effects, as stated above [54,

86]. But researchers in general must analyze whether a

variation changes the process efficiency or effectiveness

accordingly in order to link it to financial measures, see e.g.

[94].

Proceeding with the VMI example, from the manufac-

turer’s point of view, VMI affects the efficiency of the

replenishment process, since the manufacturer can decide

autonomously on the replenishment quantity and time,

thereby increasing the truck utilization, and reducing the

transit time of products from the factory to the inbound

stock of the buyer.

5.3.2 Network investments affect behavior

According to the network model presented above, arcs not

only connect processes but also actors. Accordingly, net-

work investments also affect the behavior of actors in a

4 Kambil and Van Heck [70] provide a generalizable framework of

basic exchange processes, identifying ten distinct processes operating

in interfirm exchange relationships, which also can be helpful to

analyze generic process effects of supply chain integration activities.
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network; i.e., ‘‘how actors perceive, evaluate, and treat

each other’’ [57]. A positive behavioral effect may exist if a

variation in networking influences the propensity of actors

to act cooperatively. Actors can exert influence directly

(actor connected to varied arc) or indirectly (actor linked to

a directly influenced actor).

The definition of cooperative action in this article is a

distinct behavior of a decision maker who voluntarily and

deliberately accepts the concerns of his exchange partners

as restrictions on his decision making situation. The

behavioral effect can affect firm value directly or indi-

rectly. An indirect effect means that the modified willing-

ness to cooperate only affects the execution of processes.

For example, a network investment may spur the sharing of

point-of-sale data between manufacturer and retailer or

joint consideration of replenishment, which in turn may

influence firm value. A direct influence emerges if an actor

immediately hands over benefits to a network which are

directly relevant to firm value (e.g., increased sales volume

within the exchange category).

In our example, VMI constitutes links between partners

and therefore affects the propensity of manufacturers and

buyers to cooperate. Buyers assign control to suppliers and

rely completely on their ability to provide proper material

right on time. Suppliers, on the other hand, accept high

levels of commitment from the customer. Besides these

more strategic effects VMI also has operative behavioral

effects: coordinated activities become possible due to

technical investments, but also require cooperative behav-

ior if firms are to execute them.

5.3.3 Network investments affect resources

Networking also links resources and therefore supports the

build-up of tangible or intangible resources which allow for

an improved execution of future tasks. This is what we call

the resource effect. A direct resource effect occurs when

those resources which are tied together become beneficial

relationship-specific ‘‘resource constellations’’ [57]. Besides

a direct impact on firm value, the resource effect can indi-

rectly impact behavior and processes via trust, knowledge,

competitive position, or real options, for example.5

5.3.3.1 Trust Networking can increase the ‘‘trust’’

resource, which in turn may impact the behavior and dura-

tion of the network relationships [48, 110], and can reduce

risk. Trust can particularly reduce behavioral uncertainty

and asymmetric information, and thereby help to overcome

opportunistic behavior [8, 31]. However, trust need not be

fruitful per se. Instead, empirical findings suggest the

establishment of management control systems with trust

saving mechanisms [92]. Also, in a trustful context, coop-

erative action becomes possible, which in turn may trigger

process effects, for example the exchange of confident data.

5.3.3.2 Knowledge A further potential effect is the

access to and accumulation of knowledge; that is, learning,

information, know-how and capabilities, which in turn

impact behavior and processes [63] (p. 738). The transfer

of knowledge to partners creates economies of scope.

Furthermore, learning from experiences in networking

facilitates interfirm know-how transfer [40].

5.3.3.3 Competitive position In addition, networking can

improve the competitive position of a firm, e.g. [29, 38,

68]. Competitive position is a resource that directly

impacts firm value. Loosely networked actors find them-

selves confronted with an institutional arrangement of

tightly networked firms enjoying a comparatively strong

competitive position.

5.3.3.4 Real options Furthermore, networking may cre-

ate other resources, namely real options. Real options

represent future courses of action which would otherwise

have been impossible. A growth option may serve as an

example: In the course of a global strategy, a network

partner opens up the option of taking part in this endeavor,

and thus extending the footprint of the company into new

markets as well. Another example is managerial flexibility

in terms of production capacities over different suppliers

considering demand uncertainty, e.g. [116].

Carrying forward the VMI example, such programs

support trust-building by close and successful collabora-

tion, which in turn may impact behavior and/or the dura-

tion of the network relationships. Furthermore, the

manufacturer especially will build up knowledge on how to

forecast demand accurately, manage inventories, and meet

customer service goals. Moreover, learning from experi-

ence in networking facilitates behavioral and process

changes in turn. In addition, as the case of Shell Chemical

Co. shows, VMI can help to differentiate from its rivals,

particularly in industries often viewed as commodity

businesses [105]. Finally, initiating and providing ARPs

can contain the real option of enhancement to embrace

consignment inventory arrangements.

5.4 Non-financial effects of network investments

As a next step the framework suggests analyzing the

impact of modified processes, resources or different

behavior on non-financials, like inventories, innovation

5 The indirect impact only emerges after the resource itself has

emerged. For example, trust is treated not as precondition of

networking (which it surely is) but as a potential effect networking

can affect.
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rate, time to serve, access to markets or resources, or

productivity. Since the dominant approach in the network

literature is to analyze the goals or the functions of

networking respectively, the explanation of non-financial

effects here can refer to a huge amount of existing litera-

ture, see e.g. [9, 10, 42, 60, 115, 123]. However, the focus

of this article is not on the goals but on the effects of

networking. For literature reviews embracing recent find-

ings in supply chain integration research, see e.g., Fabbe-

Costes and Jahre [41] or Van der Vaart and Van Donk

[128]. Ritter and Gemünden [108] (p. 692) argue that ‘‘the

problem with today’s network literature is that it is frag-

mented and—at least sometimes—different pieces do not

seem to fit together.’’ The proposed framework may also be

a help in structuring the existing findings in an explicit way

‘‘from left to right’’; that is, from specific changes in

current networks to the value of the firm.

Continuing with our VMI example, there are multiple

non-financial measures which are affected. For the sake of

our framework, we will only mention the most important:

VMI increases truck utilization, since the system can adjust

replenishment quantities to meet truck dispatching needs,

and achieve fully utilized trucks. VMI increases inventory

turns. In a retail survey analysis, Clark and Lee [23] find

that retailers which had implemented an ARP with manu-

facturers increased inventory turns by around 60% and

stock-outs decreased by 1.7% on average. Inventory turn is

also improved, since unsteady orders (or order sizes resp.)

from buyers no longer force manufacturers to maintain

surplus capacity or excess on-hand inventory. According to

a study by Sabath et al. [111], VMI reduces out-of-stock

situations, since manufacturers are given the responsibility

to re-stock according to their own expectations. They

report that managers believe that running ARP like VMI

helps their firms to achieve goals such as improved cus-

tomer service, fewer stock-outs, improved reliability of

deliveries, and faster inventory turnover. Furthermore,

ARP helps managers to be effective in reducing inventory,

overstocks, returns and refusals, handling, costs, and

product damage.6 VMI reduces the administrative burden,

since the manufacturer does not have to process incoming

purchase orders, and the retailer does not have to create and

issue purchase orders. In practice, the process actually

requires the creation of a purchase order on the part of the

buyer, since the buyer’s ERP system can only process the

inbound delivery if a matching purchase order exists.

However, a fully automated process creates the purchase

order, which will not reduce administrative efficiency.

VMI increases the production efficiency of the manufac-

turer, since the manufacturer can plan and run batch sizes

autonomously without having to build up outbound stock.

Manufacturers can ship the production output to the buyer

at their own discretion. They must of course consider

maximum stock levels at the buyer’s site. Finally, VMI will

reduce the magnitude of the bullwhip effect, since the

system will transfer the demand information more often.

The reduced bullwhip effect in turn helps reduce manu-

facturer inventory levels [21, 33]. Lee et al. [81] show that

manufacturers reap inventory and cost reductions by

sharing information, especially when demands are signifi-

cantly correlated over time. Croson and Donohue [28]

show in an experimental study that sharing POS data helps

reduce the bullwhip effect by smoothing order oscillation

of upstream partners.

5.5 Financial quantification of the network

investment effect

5.5.1 Firm value as primary objective

The last and probably most crucial step of the framework is

to estimate and calculate the value contribution of the non-

financial effects which networking investments cause.

According to our research question, we assume that a

decision maker wants to measure the network investment

effect by its impact on firm value. Thus, building a valu-

ation calculus to link network investments to shareholder

value is the main purpose of this article.

Following the corporate finance and value-based man-

agement literature [27, 107], it is common sense that the

long-term financial performance of corporations, and

especially joint stock companies, should be measured by

their increase in firm value, that is, shareholder value. Ex

post, market capitalization might be one possible measure.

However, share price is not an adequate performance

indicator for ex ante planning purposes. Therefore, an

analytical valuation calculus is necessary. Furthermore, the

application of shareholder value analysis accounts for the

long term orientation of network investments. Network

investments are often expected to have a time lag until an

impact on firm value will occur. Hence, short term

accounting measures would not be able to report the net-

work investment effect properly. Instead, explicitly long

term oriented shareholder value analysis is far better suited

and should help avoiding short term thinking in business

planning.

Before describing the valuation calculus, we have to

consider two questions: what is the subject and what is the

object of valuation? In general, subjects of valuation can be

shareholders, bondholders, customers, employees, or other

stakeholders. This article concentrates on the owners, i.e.,

6 Although Sabath et al. [111] reap these results from a 7-point scale

using a survey-based research design, which may cause concern

regarding the constructs, measurement, and items (see [128]), other

studies also confirm the findings.
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the shareholders, due to the fact that on global stock

markets shareholders expect competitive returns from their

investments, and force managers to create value for the

shareholders. Thus, the question is: which financial benefits

can shareholders expect from a firm’s investments in sup-

ply networks? In the case of the valuation object, one has

the option of valuing a single company within its sur-

rounding network, or the network itself. This article deals

with the valuation of a single company. Network invest-

ments are thus seen from a firm’s perspective. The reasons

why this article does not provide an evaluation of network

investments from a network perspective have their roots in

huge problems of measurement, definition, and allocation

of networks and their effects. Regularly, firms are part of

multiple different networks simultaneously. Such networks

often overlap, are polycentric, and are not clear-cut. Fur-

thermore, the participating firms are economically and

legally self-dependent for the most part. Subjecting them to

a system of central planning in the search for a kind of

inter-organizational optimum raises difficulties with

respect to management and control. On the one hand, firms

would have to establish competencies beyond common

property rights on a network level. On the other hand,

transfer price systems would become necessary as a result

of the relinquishment of markets and market prices to

balance costs and benefits. Finally, managers from every

single firm have to give an account to the firm’s share-

holders in regard to whether the decisions were beneficial

or not regarding the firm’s shareholder value.

5.5.2 Value-based valuation calculus

The valuation calculus applying the present value formula

is methodically based on findings from corporate finance

and capital budgeting. Focusing on financial goals, the

value of any asset equals the present value of its future cash

flows. Hence, the value of a firm is determined by two

economic factors: the future earnings and the opportunity

cost of capital. Firms engage in exchange activities within

their networks in order to generate sales revenues; these

activities produce costs (operating expenses). Moreover,

(current and fixed) assets that firms utilize are not cost-free.

They bear opportunity cost of capital, predominantly

measured as weighted average cost of capital (WACC).

Considering future earnings, the following valuation

methods are available: (1) discounted cash flow valuation

(DCF) based on expected free cash flows, or (2) residual

income valuation (RI) based on expected residual earnings.

Both valuation principles can be transformed into each

other by considering cost of capital [84, 104], as indicated

in Fig. 4.

The widely known DCF method discounts expected free

cash flows with the WACC. The firm value results as DCF

(see [14] for details). The RI method also discounts all RIs

with the WACC until the end of the forecasting period.

After that, a terminal value usually adds up to the value of

an infinite lifetime. The periodic RIs are the result of the

difference in expected earnings in terms of net operating

profit after tax minus a capital charge. Researchers also

refer to this difference as EVA. They often call the sum of

the discounted residual earnings market value added

(MVA). By adding the (book value of) initially invested

capital to MVA, this valuation result of the RI method

equals the DCF method.

For periodic performance evaluation, firms can use

monthly, quarterly, or annual EVA statements. If the EVA

is positive, the business can cover total costs including the

cost of capital employed. If the EVA is negative, value is

being destroyed. By interpreting periodic EVAs, one must

be aware that several positive or negative performance

signals do not allow a non-ambiguous statement concern-

ing the overall performance of the network investment.

Furthermore, network investments may create options

(see Sect. 5.3.3). Options could be to raise (or reduce) the

level of inter-organizational networking, or to use the raised

networking level as a platform for a later take-over of

selected network partners. Besides the focal network

investment, these options are relevant for the valuation, and

researchers must integrate them into the valuation calculus

using the real options approach (Binomial or Black-Scholes

model) or via decision tree analysis. With the real options

approach, the option value has to be added to the DCF value.

If the DCF valuation is based on a decision tree analysis,

real options need not be calculated separately [14, 27].

All relevant figures or financial quantities for running

the valuation calculus (sales growth, operating expenses,

cost of capital) have to be estimated. According to our

framework this could be based on the financial effects

which Table 2 shows.

Table 2 lists a number of relevant non-financial phe-

nomena from network theory in an explanatory approach,

and reproduces research results explaining how variations in

networking influence these phenomena, and which financial

quantities they affect. This table therefore constitutes a

central interface in the proposed framework. One must be

aware that on the one hand the above table cannot contain all

the relevant literature, and the presented categories might

not be all-embracing. On the other hand, this means future

research opportunities: The authors could include a huge

number of findings from the literature in Table 2, especially

from empirical supply chain management research.

Picking up our VMI example, if the specified

improvements in the non-financial indicators of perfor-

mance actually set in, VMI can also increase the value-

based performance. A reduced out-of-stock quota will

reduce lost sales, improving both the buyer’s and seller’s
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performance. Automated administrative handling of pur-

chase and sales orders, improved truck utilization, and

improved operations productivity due to mitigating uncer-

tainty of demand reduces operating costs. Improved

inventory turn will reduce the volume of capital employed.

Nevertheless, translating qualitative effects into hard

numbers means a hard job for executives. From the view-

point of management control this procedure is also helpful

as it reveals assumptions and responsibilities of planning

and controlling a network investment. Of course, decision

makers still have to deal with the problem of future pros-

pects. However, this problem is not specific to the proposed

framework here, but holds for all valuation and capital

budgeting methods based on future earnings. Finally,

researchers can assess the network investment effect by

comparing the expected firm value with and without the

focal network investment. This effect may certainly also be

negative.

6 Discussion

In the remaining of this article we will discuss some

characteristics that make the framework particularly

beneficial for practitioners and researchers but we will also

discuss some limitations.

6.1 Compatibility of documentation

Kaplan and Norton [71, 72] suggest that firms should

explicitly document the process and the result of the stra-

tegic decision making in a structured form in order to ease

strategy building, communication, monitoring, and revi-

sion. They suggest using strategy maps and balanced

scorecards for documentation. The strategy maps are

especially compatible with the line of thought this article

advocates, since they resemble a cause and effect model.

Thus, decision makers using the proposed framework to

structure their theory toward the network investment at

hand will organize and document their thoughts in a

fashion basically compatible with strategy maps.

6.2 Compatibility of language

Supply chain managers often do not speak the language of

financial and management accountants and remain in non-

financial terms such as inventory levels, lead times, service

levels, or on-time performance, while top management has
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to report the financial impact of their strategies to share-

holder. In order to achieve a better understanding and more

convincing arguments, the framework links the non-finan-

cial sphere of networking with ‘‘value-based management’’.

6.3 Explicit explanation

Explaining and forecasting network investment effects

seems to be one of the most crucial steps planning or

executing supply chain integration activities, which

requires the construction of long chains of cause and effect

relationships. For practitioners, who are unaware of the

fundamental but complex dynamics of supply networks,

the framework suggests explicitly listing the non-financial

value drivers to support learning in regard to whether and

how these drivers affect firm value. This approach can also

be beneficial identifying the weak and therefore critical

links of the cause and effect relationships.

Table 2 Impact of networking on central non-financial and financial indicators

Networking influences … This affects … Examples, relevant research

Innovation Sales Network competence has a strong positive influence on a firm’s product and process

innovation success [109]

Networking, especially connecting heterogeneous actors’ impacts creativity [67]

Networking impacts the innovation rate and thereby the financial performance of start-

ups [112, 119]

Networking affects know-how acquisition, which depends on strong and weak ties [53]

Networking affects the velocity of the diffusion of innovations [24]

Networking impacts the possibilities for companies to bundle their research and

development abilities [59]

Networking impacts the possibilities for companies to combine complementary

competencies (technology leader, market leader) to reduce time to market and to reap

first-mover advantages [11, 34, 42, 126]

Quality Sales, cost Networking through interfirm asset co-specialization is positively associated with

quality [35]

Time to serve Sales Networking impacts the inter-organizational coordination of the order flow to reduce

the ‘‘time to serve’’ [75]

Networking through interfirm asset co-specialization is positively associated with new

model cycle time [35]

Access markets Sales Networking impacts access to markets [34, 60]

Power, lobbying Sales, cost Networking impacts the possibilities for collective action as a means to enforce group

interests [3, 100, 101]

Networking influences the power (weight and domain) of single actors in networks [19]

Access to resources Sales, cost Networking impacts the access to resources like capital, personnel, or equipment [11]

Networking improves access to information that would not effectively be available

through conventional market mechanisms [52]

Networking increases economic effectiveness through organizational learning and

knowledge sharing [5, 37, 69, 126]

Networking provides access to knowledge that is not available within a firm [36, 137]

Efficiency, economies of scale Cost Networking reduces each member firm’s variable cost of production [83, 88]

Networking reduces each member firm’s investment cost [83, 88]

Networking impacts the ease of extending the production volume [11, 25]

Fluctuation Cost Networking impacts the possibilities of reducing the amplitude of order size swings via

coordination of local dispatching systems [7, 87]

Uncertainty Cost of capital Networking impacts the actor’s propensity and tolerance toward defects [106]

Networking impacts the possibilities of sharing the risks and costs of organizational

action between organizations [11, 25, 42, 59, 83, 99, 126]

Networking reduces uncertainty [38] (p. 669), [50] (p. 113), [6, 83]; in particular

through cross-shareholding and director interlocks [125]

Inventory Needed capital Specialized supplier networks are positively associated with lower inventory costs [35]

Networking impacts the possibilities of reducing inventory levels via coordination of

local dispatching systems [87]

Sharing inventory risk in the supply chain improves the system efficiency [20, 76]
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6.4 Access to network theory

The structuralistic approach to network theory provides a

huge reservoir of knowledge about how variations in net-

work structure affect central phenomena (see Table 2 for

details). The framework can reveal the abovementioned

phenomena, and therefore provide access to this research.

For example Uzzi’s findings suggest that networking

‘‘increases economic effectiveness … that [is] crucial to

competitiveness in a global economy—organizational

learning, risk-sharing, and speed-to-market’’ [126].

6.5 Access to supply chain management research

Empirical supply chain management research also provides

a huge reservoir of results in regard to how supply chain

management practices affect central phenomena. The

framework can also provide access to these findings, as the

mentioned phenomena can appear in the framework. Future

research in the form of literature reviews using the pro-

posed framework could also help to bushwhack through the

vast array of SCM literature [41, 128].

6.6 Research tool

Researchers may use the framework to generate, describe,

classify, or evaluate supply networking strategies. Because

research on supply networks does not agree yet on how to

capture networking or supply chain integration activities,

or how to measure the resulting effects on performance or

firm value, future research in the form of literature reviews

using the proposed framework could help to provide a

useful survey of the huge amount of literature on networks

and supply chain integration. Such research may also help

to gain fruitful insights, and identify research gaps where

the missing links in the causal chains are or where

empirical proof is still necessary.

6.7 Limitations

Nevertheless, the framework does not claim to present a

comprehensive list of dedicated causal chains, which are

immediately prescriptive for decision makers. Hence,

practitioners may not be totally satisfied. Although the

article contains a framework that shows how to argue from

‘‘left to right’’, from network change to financial impact, no

single comprehensive end-to-end causal chain appears

which decision makers could use immediately. The ques-

tion could be raised if such a causal chain has been

explicitly established yet. In this aspect, decision makers as

well as other researchers have to do the work, building a

hypothetical causal chain for testing according to each

case.

7 Conclusion

The findings of this study indicate that evaluation and

decision-making concerning network investments are

complex issues. Therefore, this article presents a causal

framework to analyze network investments in terms of

their expected impact on firm value. In order to actually

realize the expected network investment effect the frame-

work may also serve as a tool for controlling network

investments. The framework claims to help analyze the

network investment effect by structuring the analysis pro-

cess by elaborating on the options for modifying networks

(layers and mechanisms), systematizing effects of net-

working, linking effects to changes in non-financial per-

formance indicators, and finally, linking non-financial to

financial indicators of firm value. The article relates

existing prescriptions, norms, and empirical research to the

framework for explanatory purposes using many different

research streams.

But further research is necessary. For providing a deeper

understanding, case study research could capture certain

cause–effect linkages for different network investments that

build explicit, comprehensive end-to-end chains that link

actions to qualitative as well as quantitative outcomes

causally, that are logically sound, and that are empirically

tested. The currently prevailing literature, especially in the

area of supply chain management, which praises networks,

close relationships with all actors, and other related norms

generally as modern and superior forms of inter-organiza-

tional arrangements, does not promote the progress of the

discipline as long as the literature leaves open how and to

what extent network investments and other supply chain

integration activities affect financials. What is necessary is

research that explicitly connects network action to ultimate

financial performance, actually measured by an increase in

firm value. This article tried to pave the way for this research.
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